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Carol Hardy-Fanta, Ph.D.

a primarily male view of
political participation and political leadership. In such a view, the study of Latino

Mainstream studies of Latino

have tended

politics

to reflect

political leadership continues the tradition of viewing leadership as derived from official

positions in elected or appointed office

and informal

strates that (J) contrary to prevailing myths, Latina

organizations. This article

women

in

demon-

Massachusetts run for

and are elected to office in very high numbers, and (2) when the definition of political
leadership is expanded to include community -based, not solely position-derived, forms
of leadership, Latino community empowerment may depend, to a great extent, on the
political leadership of Latina women. The author challenges researchers to reexamine
the general assumptions and potential gender bias that underlie traditional conceptualizations of political leadership.

Like

"power," "leadership"

science. Leadership has

is

one of the most complex and elusive concepts in social

meaning

for,

and has been studied extensively across,

social science disciplines: politics, business, especially

ophy, sociology, and military studies.

assumptions about

how

how

leadership

is

1

Some

leadership should be studied.

management, psychology, philos-

Most surveys of political

conceptualized,

who

is

leadership reflect certain

counted as a leader, and

of these assumptions seem to

tie

holding office or positions in organizations; others focus on the personal

who

people

are leaders. Still others

seem

all

leadership to

traits

of the

to conceive of leadership as the ability to con-

tribute to a cause, organization, or process

and focus on the effectiveness of different

leadership strategies or styles. Finally, there are assumptions that lead to an examination

of the relationship between leaders and their followers. All these assumptions inform

both the research design and the conclusions reached about political leadership.

However,

it is

not untypical for a study built on one type of assumption about leadership

to ignore the other

today.

While

seems

to

it is

dimensions that form the

totality

of leadership in urban politics

not without value to select a narrow aspect of a field to study, what

be occurring

in the area of political leadership is a certain blindness as to

how

the implicit or at least unstated assumptions reflect biases about culture and gender.
In a related vein, studies about Latino politics generally ignore the role of Latina

women

as political leaders or

view

women

as constrained

cultural or gender-based oppression. Cultural values of

from

political participation

machismo and

its

by

female corre-
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marianismo, 2 appear to create a submissive and passive role for Latina

women

that

suppresses the likelihood of their becoming political leaders. These cultural values sup-

posedly exacerbate gender-based attributes that "leave politics to the men." 3 Structural
obstacles and gender-based
analysis, also

stifle

power

relations, according to traditional social science

the political aspirations of Latina

women. Yet Latino

activists

and

researchers alike are extremely concerned about low levels of Latino political participation in the United States

and are eager

to discover strategies that can serve to mobilize

Latino communities in this country, strategies

that, in fact,

women.
show how an examination of the

may depend on

the political

leadership of Latina
In this article

I

can provide a broader

set

political leadership of Latina

of answers to three key questions: (1)

What

is political

women
leader-

How

does the definition of leadership depend on gender? and (3) In what ways
ship? (2)
does the empowerment of Latino communities depend on the political leadership of

women? Contrary to their invisibility in the political leadership literature, Latina
women play important leadership roles both in the electoral arena and at the community
level. As political leaders, Latina women make significant contributions to Latino com-

Latina

munity empowerment.

The Meaning of Political Leadership
One

much of the literature on political leadership stems from
leadership is somehow derived from or equivalent to official posi-

of the major flaws in

assumption that
tions,

whether elected

leader

who

is

appointed office, or as head of a formal organization. 4

office,

The assumptions embedded

the

in a

Weberian view of the superiority of the bureaucratic

vested with rational/legal authority and legitimacy seem to lead re-

searchers studying leadership to look
qualities exhibited

by those

first to

individuals.

people in positions and then identify the

These

qualities then

become

associated with

definitions of leadership.

The extent
noticed and

to

its

ical leadership

and

which

implications rarely acknowledged. In an analysis of publications on polit-

conducted for

institutional authority.

political leadership focuses

Of course,
books and
tion

this article, I

found that more than 50 percent of the books

between 1977 and 1994 focus on

articles listed

government or

political leadership is identified with official position is rarely

5

Thus, the majority of research and writing on

on leadership derived from

literature exists that focuses

articles

specific official positions within a

official positions.

on other aspects of leadership. Numerous

have examined leadership values, 6 personal

qualities,

7

and the

interac-

8

between leadership and democratic processes. In addition, researchers, especially

in the fields of

from these

psychology and management, have studied leadership

fields

Nevertheless,

have also given most attention to gender differences

it is

not

uncommon

for literature that purports to

style; researchers

in leadership.

examine the

9

interper-

sonal aspects of leadership, namely, the relationships between leaders and their followers,

subsequently to highlight

men who

are leaders by virtue of institutionally derived

"authority" or force of will. William Litzinger and

describe

how

illustrations
Stalin,

certain leaders

Thomas

Schaefer, for example,

began as "good followers"; unfortunately they provide as

such individuals as Winston Churchill, Otto Bismarck, Julius Caesar, Joseph

Adolf

Amin, Benito Mussolini, and Genghis Khan. Most of this literathat leaders are embedded in formal organizations, be they busi-

Hitler, Idi

ture assumes, as well,
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ness or politics. Jeffrey Pfeffer, for example, states that "persons are selected to leadership positions," and

Warren Bennis

the purposes of their organizations.

states in various

ways

that "effective" leaders serve

10

Gender Bias and the Study of Political Leadership
Inherent in the conceptualization of political leadership as position and institution derived

is

a specific gender bias.

political leadership of

women

When
is

the focus

is

on position-derived leadership, the

often overlooked or rendered invisible. Susan

and Jean Grossholtz suggest that male authors in political science often
attention to

male

men

lished by

and

political actors

Bourque

restrict their

that researchers today follow the pattern estab-

such as Floyd Hunter and Robert Dahl "that

...

the people you study

11

Warren Bennis, for example, in his otherwise compelling discussion of
12
the dynamics and traits of leadership, studied only six women in his sample of ninety.
are men."

And

others find that

seated

at

women
status

when

situational cues associated with leadership, such as being

the head of a table, are applied to

are not so identified even

on them.

situational cues should

as leaders; however,

convey leadership

13

women

In addition,

when

men, they are identified

are often rendered invisible as leaders in

ply by the authors' ignoring that they are

women. This

trend

is

community

studies sim-

especially true for minor-

women. For example, Matthew Crenson's study of neighborhood politics in
Baltimore never comments on the fact that many if not most of the black leaders he
writes about are women, identifiable by their names. In Boston, Miren Uriarte-Gaston
fails to comment on the fact that the activists who had the biggest impact on Latino
mass mobilization in the 1970s were Latina women. Even works by women, such as
Jane Bayes's Minority Politics and Ideologies in the United States, overlook the unique
aspects of the politics of minority women when they focus on women as a minority
ity

rather than minority

women

as political actors

Another way of overlooking the

domain of

politics so that

essentially public

it

and

political leadership of

reflects a

male

bias: the

may

se.

Women's

their families,

and

their

neighborhoods

activities.

is it

is

the role of

embody an

male preference for

inherent quality of leader-

"community activism" at best or
political leadership to the same degree

identified as

17

thinking on political leadership
is

is to

community

emphasize

leadership

discussion of the failures of current
that

what

is left

— leadership of

out of such conceptual-

the community.

By

ing so heavily on the leaders in high positions, mainstream studies of leadership
address the interaction between leaders and followers at the

community

precisely community-level political activism that is often the
participation taken
cially for those

community

by Latinos

who have

level.

is

identified as

My purpose in providing this rather lengthy
izations

by defining the

activism in arenas that reflect their concern for their children,

"disorderly" at worst, but rarely
as male-focused

is

domain of political leadership

in fact reflect a

hierarchy, authority, legitimacy, and control than

ship per

women

14

and formally organized and structured. 15 Hierarchically structured

organizations with position-derived leaders

16

political leaders.

The

engage those Latinos

in the

mainland United

States.

level.

18

who

fail to

Yet

step toward political

The

political process, espe-

by most analysts of Latino

at the

politics is to

are disaffected or alienated from the political process or
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it is

first

not previously participated in politics, typically begins

crucial task identified

focus-

who
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owing to lack of citizenship. This is the community level at
which Latina women are most successful in promoting political participation among the
disaffected or alienated Latino community members.
are ineligible to participate

Latina

Women and

This article

is

Leadership: Research Methods

based on findings from three research studies. The

study of Latino political participation in Boston, Massachusetts.

first

19

1

was a

qualitative

conducted in-depth,

semi structured interviews with thirty-one influential Latinos and twenty-two
folk" (la gente del pueblo) between 1988 and 1990.

Spanish, lasted two to three hours.
tion of reputational, purposive,
teers
I

I

interview, in English or in

selected the influential Latinos through a combina-

and snowball sampling; the

from Latino community centers

interviewed twenty-nine

Each

"common

in Boston's three

women and

common

folk

were volun-

main Latino neighborhoods.

twenty-four men; the ethnic breakdown reflected

the current demographic diversity of Boston's Latino population. Further,

more than

one hundred hours of participant observation of community organizing and other
cal events

added context and richness

politi-

to the interview data.

The second source of data provides some preliminary findings on Latina women's
leadership from a national project on Latina leadership development in relation to the

AIDS crisis. 20 This research includes a series of interviews with eighteen Latina
women from six sites across the United States and Puerto Rico who are participating in
a national project called Latina HIV/AIDS Partnership Plan. The women, selected randomly from those

participating in the project, are being interviewed over a three-year

period to track their development as leaders in the area of HIV/ AIDS within a national

network of Latina women. Included in

their interviews are their opinions

on and experi-

ences related to leadership development as Latina women. Data from this study are
included here because they provide in-depth information on leadership from a Latina

woman's perspective over time and include women from

across the United States,

including Puerto Rico.

The

third source of data is a study in progress that

examines the impact of gender on

Latino electoral campaigns in Massachusetts. This study
all

Latino candidates

who

have ever run for office in the

is

gathering information on

state

and examining the impact

of gender on motivation to run for office and campaign strategies. 21

Leadership as Positions: Latina

Women and

Latino

Men

Before discussing the ways a focus on leadership as positions prevents us from gaining
a complete picture of political leadership,
visibility

of women's leadership even

I

when

would
the

like to address the issue

women

hold positions. The literature on

Latino politics virtually ignores the political participation of Latina

and a

common

response to comments about Latina

of the in-

women

in general,

women as political leaders is skeptiwomen are passive, submissive,

cism and doubt. However, the assumption that Latina

by reality. 22
Nationally, Latina women make up a larger portion of Latino elected officials than
non-Latina women. 23 While the literature on women in politics stresses the difficulty
24
in recruiting women to run for office (and during the 1990 primary campaign only 15
percent of Massachusetts candidates were women), Latina women in Boston and
and uninvolved

in politics is belied
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Massachusetts run for office in high numbers. In Boston, a full one -half of all Latino
candidates have been Latina women. In addition, the

woman, Diana Lam

Latina

owing

to certain

IRS

first

Latino to run for mayor was a

man. Her candidacy was extremely short-lived

in 1991, not a

irregularities, but the lack

of attention to her candidacy

may be

was a candidate received
little press and was placed "below the fold" in the Boston Globe. Only after she withdrew did the Globe declare that she would have presented the most serious challenge to
attributed to her being a

woman: Lam's announcement

that she

the incumbent.

who have run for office
who have been elected, that is, were "successful," have been Latina women. Of the two Latinos who ran
for mayor, one was a Latina woman. In addition, five of the eight Latinos (62%) who
In Massachusetts, almost one-third (32.6%) of the Latinos

have been Latina women. More than

half

(57%) of the candidates

ran for state-level offices or higher since 1980 have also been Latina

The

political leadership of Latina

ignore them even

when

women

is less visible,

therefore,

they are candidates or elected officials

—

women. 25
by a tendency to

commonly

roles

accepted as political leadership within mainstream literature. The assumption that males

numbers of Latina women who run for office and are
26
elected, is illustrated as well by what Andrea del Valle, one Latina woman I interviewed, said: "You can have ten women, but if there's one man, 'Oh! He must be the
president!'" In other words, there seems to be a need to see men as being "in charge."
are the leaders, despite the sheer

Del Valle
ers, to

attributes the invisibility of Latina

women

in politics, specifically as lead-

a particular mind-set: leaders must be men. In addition, the assumption of posi-

tion-derived leadership creates a bias against recognition that political leadership

located only in those

who

hold official

titles.

She herself holds no

lofty position

is

not

and

is

not acclaimed in the Anglo press as a "leader"; she works to organize others politically.

Her

politics is not the politics of positions

and public speeches; who

important than achieving change. Her work, and the work of other

rendered invisible by the mind-set of researchers

who

look

is

president

women

is less

like her, is

at public, official,

and

titular

politics.

Mary Pardo discovered
mobilized Latino

have held the

title

a similar process

women

of Mexican- American

men "by

when

she examined the political organizing

Los Angeles. She found

in

them a position they could
but they were not making day-to-day decisions about

giving

of 'president,'

work, nor were they dictating the direction of the group.
searchers against measuring
titles?

11

women
manage. The men may

that the Latina

power and

.

.

.

This should alert re-

influence by looking solely at

who holds

(Emphasis added)

Even more important than
candidates or elected officials

whether holding a position

is

women hold positions of leadership
women and Latino men differ in

the fact that Latina
is

the

way

Latina

an essential feature of leadership.

One man, when asked

describe what he did politically, turned to his computer and printed a
tions, titles,

politics as

and memberships

in organizations. Latina

making connections between people

women,

as

list

of his posi-

in contrast, talked

to take collective action

to

about

on social prob-

lems and to achieve social change.

The gender

difference in

In the Boston study

I

how

politics

found that Latino

to define politics as positions

and

was defined by men and women was

men were

status.

striking.

five times as likely as Latina

women

The men, who were more concerned about

holding positions, defined political participation as gaining access to positions and iden-
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serving as role models. Until relatively recently, Boston Latino

tified leadership as

were also more

move

likely to

government from positions

into positions in

men

as directors

of community-based agencies.

As one man

you look

said, "If

tor of agencies.

I

at the leadership,

every single person has been a direc-

Why?

don't think there are any exceptions around.

Because those were

the only institutional bases available to Latinos ten, fifteen years ago here, so the leader-

ship

.

tions

.

.

today

where

.

.

came through

.

women

that bottleneck."

And

while there are certainly excep-

Boston have been directors of agencies, male dominance of

in

was confirmed by men as well as women. One man said,
The men's club."
men making decisions on who gets hired.

these positions
"It's

.

.

A preliminary

list

.

of influential Latinos in Boston generated through the reputational

method, yielded, not untypically, names of people in positions

When

percent male.

pate in politics

—

for example,

the question

was asked:

"Who

is

in other words, to lead others?" the

female. Scrutiny of the

list

good

— and

the

was 60

list

at getting others to partici-

gender

ratio shifted to

60 percent

of individuals not holding positions revealed that a

full

75

percent of those identified as "being able to lead others into politics" were Latina

women.
The idea of "being

in charge," of holding a position in an organization, office, or

institution, relies heavily

derived authority

is

such an assumption

is that

ture of leadership. (I

—

stemming from institutionleadership. The problem with

that leadership

superior to charismatic or traditional

tutions or organizations

legitimacy

on the assumption

the concern for legitimacy associated with positions in insti-

may be

a male concern or preference more than an inherent fea-

would even go so

far as to suggest that the

implicit in bureaucratic leadership

concern for institutional

— goes back even

further to

male con-

cerns about legitimate progeny for the purposes of inheritance.)

Leadership and Personal Traits
Studies of political leadership
as well

One
is

— and

studies of leadership in such fields as

— have often focused on personal

of the most prominent personal

that of

traits

dominance, which of course

leadership

is

is

traits

associated with presumed "leaders."

assumed

to

way

28

be associated with leadership

linked to power.

29

The supposition follows

associated both with having a position and with personal

"being in charge." Being able to convince others that one
"the

management

is right,

traits

that

such as

that one's ideas are

to go," seems indelibly linked to our ideas about leadership and pertain to

charismatic leaders as

much

as, if

not

more

so,

than bureaucratic leaders. However, the-

ories of leadership that stress personal traits often overlook the fact that certain traits

more

are

likely to reflect

leadership. Also,

much

from early studies

male

styles of leadership than universal or

of the emphasis on dominance as a key

conducted almost exclusively on males —

trait

female styles of
of leaders derives

usually white ones.

Robert Lane, for example, connects politics to the need for power and the need to express or control aggression, but he downplays social relations and affiliative needs.

Lane's conclusion that politics
cial

connectedness

may

result

is

more about power and

from the

and not from an accurate analysis that

fact that the subjects of his research

reflects

relations is the ability to

"command

were male

both male and female perspectives.

Implicit in the conception of leadership as positions

to "take orders."

control than affiliation and so-

and a concern

for

power over

social

action" and for the followers of leaders to be able

William Litzinger and Thomas Schaefer, for example,
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state that

"many

have been excellent followers. The young Churchill distinguished himself

fine leaders

as a faithful taker of orders."

My

30

findings suggest that the concern for

male

iation is not a political trait but a

trait,

power over

affil-

one that does not capture a complete picture

of political leadership.

woman

Catalina Torres, a Mexican-American

in

Boston,

tells

of her efforts to devel-

op an economic project for the Boston Latino community. When she contacted agency
directors for letters of support, they resisted and complained that she should have consulted

them

first

on any project development. She recalled "people saying, 'Who does

she think she is?

We

retain

— got

power

were these people
guys." While

it

were here

who

The concern about

Why

first.

going to be

is

way

in the

is

first

she doing

it,

why

didn't

— competition over

of an economic development project.

call

on us?'"

When

"Who

asked,

a mainstay of

is

to

"These are the

resisting support for the project?" Torres replied,

might be pointed out that competition over turf

you

and the desire

turf

all polit-

was the women in both studies who pointed specifically to men's obstructing
the community projects they, Latina women, initiated. It was not the other Latina
women who were putting obstacles in their paths.
There is some evidence in the Latino social science literature that men are more concerned about power and turf than women. Gloria Bonilla-Santiago, for example,
described her efforts to pass legislation establishing Hispanic women's centers in New
Jersey. She indicated that one stumbling block was the opposition by the directors of
ical life,

it

Hispanic agencies and

later stated that the directors

who opposed

her were virtually

men. Antonia Pantoja and Esperanza Martell found a similar pattern
Results from the Latina

women

suggest that Latina

women's
see

men were

likely to get

you can say about

three things

yeah, there are three things.'
are more,

I

don't know.'

echoed other

women

makes a "good

I

I

New York.

leadership development project discussed above

men

as being overly

answer" and dominating the discourse
stated that

in

all

31

up

at

at

meetings.

A California woman

I

interviewed

a meeting and say "something like, 'There are

this [problem]'

And I'm

concerned with "having the right

and everybody

sitting there saying,

just don't like

it

when people

else is saying, 'Yeah,

"Three things?

Maybe

there

are so sure of themselves."

She

interviewed as part of this project when, in discussing what

leader," she

woman

deemphasized the need

to

be recognized or to control the

good leader is successful when "no one knows
you're leading"; the group members feel empowered to take collective action on their
agenda. Another

own

stated that a

behalf.

Aracelis

Guzman,

in Boston, also identified

male concerns

dominance

for

as a source

of divisiveness in the Latino community.

When

they [men]

them down from
everyone

is

become
there.

leaders, they

And

If

all

go off on

their

own and you cannot

very divisive, very harmful

there, like this, saying, "Si, si [nods several times]

they do not agree with him.

has

this is

And

it's

the mental set that the

.

.

.

when,

man

get

because

—

el

in reality,

macho

—

the answers.

men stressed positions and status five times as much as Latina women
Latina women talk about? Politics for Latina women emphasized making

Latino

what did

connections

at the

community

level

—

for them, leadership involves not positions

dominance but the relationships between people. The relationship between leaders
and followers is the basis for much of the political leadership of Latina women.
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did,

and
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They express

woman

33

Instead,

pressure to designate a leader and

is

"They see you

as a ray of light

and then

even though there are clearly people

that enable them to

and

men were almost three times as likely as women to talk
women underscore a collective, shared vision of leadership. One

For example,

said that there

effective:

And

concern for control and power over others 32 or for being designated

less

official leader.

about power.

of Public Policy

this

and

stir

people up

believe that

this.' I

later

on

this

who have

—

when someone

seen as

person becomes 'The Leader!'

who have a set of skills
what we have to do is this

a vision,

to say, 'Look,

should be more collective

it

is

—

that there should

be

more than one head."
This emphasis on multiple sources of leadership and being able to
atraer a otros,

is

"stir

people up,"

heavily invested in assumptions that leadership has to do with the

leader-follower relationship. Political science sometimes seems a
shifting a focus to the relational side of politics.

uncomfortable in

little

For example, H. G. Peter Wallach

cizes Barbara Kellerman for "further[ing] the assumption that leadership

criti-

largely

is

understood through the leader-follower relationship." 34 Feminist political theory, however,

suggests that the emphasis on power, position, and hierarchy reflects male concerns

more than a

women's concerns
that women's strivings

for

men

are

universal set of beliefs and certainly does not reflect

about leadership. Nancy Chodorow and Deborah Tannen find

intimacy, interdependence, and relationship "dovetail with connection" and that

working hard

independence in a hierarchical world.

to preserve their

women

Leadership for Latina
located in a domain that

is

stresses affiliation

— personal

35

relationships

— and

is

both public and private. Maria Ramirez, for example, told a

Her coneffort. Her lead-

story of connecting neighbor to neighbor to fight drugs in her neighborhood.

own

cern was not for her

— she downplayed her own

status

role in the

was not derived from a position she held, although she worked in the state legislature. Her leadership is illustrated by and derives from the relationship she has with
community members, with the people who follow her lead. Ramirez works with Latinos
ership

in her

— Latinos who cannot
who
not
and who
—
community problems. She
focuses on

neighborhood

are

vote,

are in the United States illegally

often

citizens,

to solve

first

the need to connect neighbor to neighbor, whether the people involved are citizens

Puerto Rico or legal or illegal residents from Santo
I've called a couple of people

see

them get

their

out there and

we

are our kids and

heads beat

and
in,

said,

put

all

Central America.

"Look, these are our kids;

away

help them." They're not

we

Domingo and

for

my

life,

get shot up, or

we either
we go

children personally, but they

same and [the police] don't care if
from Santo Domingo, if they're from

get labeled the

[the kids] are Puerto Rican, if they're

El Salvador; they don't care, they speak Spanish, they're Hispanic, that's
they know.

So we

talk to the parents

"Look,

let's

either

do something about

and

have neighbors talking

I

not have a riot this weekend,

it

or

we

don't.

We're trying

all

to

to neighbors, talking, saying

let's try to talk

Maria Ramirez then described how she succeeded

in

— What's

the problem?"

mobilizing undocumented

immigrants in a Latino neighborhood to tackle the problems of drugs.

We

had

this

drug house and

I

told the

people on Boylston Street

not vote, the majority of those people could not vote.

Puerto Ricans either.

you take

I

said,

responsibility."

.

.

.

And

—

they could

they weren't

"You live on this street, you want it to be good,
They first thought I was crazy! They said,
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from

"What do you mean?!
and

mean

I

some of

[that]

these people were even illegal,

said, "I don't care if you're legal or not;

I

you want

you

responsibility,

do something about it." We have to decide what we want and go after it.
They did. We put this march together, we had the New England Telephone
Boston Against Drugs
we had buttons,
Company donate the BAD shirts
.

the cops
I

was

and everything.

there, but they did

came out
[the

stresses

women

were

there,

what "they"

is

less

drug houses with

pointed the people out. They did that

And

and they

to the streets

did, not

men

—

mean,

I

every time there was an incident, they
said,

"No

more," and

and these are people

were less inclined than

Ramirez

We
it.

rallied in front of the

drug dealers] aren't there anymore. The elected

the police

She

we

banners, they cooked,

.

—

—

we made

.

who do

it

took us a year, but

official

was

there,

not vote

what she did. Like Anne Statham, who found
36
to be, what she called, "image-engrossed,"

that

concerned with making an impression or achieving status for herself or

more concerned with accomplishing the
goals of the group. Her goal, at the most basic level, was to get rid of drug houses; at a
deeper level, her leadership empowered groups who are among the most marginalized of
"illegal aliens." Providing leadership
all urban groups: the undocumented immigrants
for her neighbors empowered them to overcome both the disinclination to get involved
associated with poverty, the inability to speak English, and the inhibitions imposed by
controlling the actions of the group.

She

is

—

Here, in this example, are Latinos

illegal status.

by

side with the police in the city of Boston.

Political

They

are illegal residents

are also being led

working side

by Latina women.

Leadership, Culture, and Gender

The nature of leadership

shifts

interpersonal relationships

whom

Those

who

I

from a focus on positions and dominance

when one

includes the experiences of Latina

to a focus

on

women.

interviewed for these studies emphasize the relational rather than posi-

tional aspects of leadership, are less

concerned with power or control of

turf,

and lead

others into political participation through the use of personal relationships. Politics be-

comes an
It

interactive process oriented

seems clear

that the

way

leadership

toward achieving collectively determined goals.
is

defined depends on the gender of the researcher

and of the leaders themselves.

But
black
tial

is

what Latina

women

women do

— do? A

any different from what other

women

— white women,

feminist debate continues to rage about whether there are essen-

women's politics and men's politics in general.
which typically focuses on white women, emphasizes

differences between

Feminist politics,

grass roots,

personal politics, a politics tied to individual, family, friendship networks, and

com-

munity relationships. Martha A. Ackelsberg and Diane L. Fowlkes, for example, discuss

how women's views of politics are connected to home, family, friends, and community,
much like the views Latina women in this research exemplified. Virginia Sapiro and
Janet Flammang also find that women in general link private experiences to public politics and that women differ from men in their perception of politics and political participation.

37

Research on black

women

in politics leads to similar conclusions. Generally, private

actions and informal personal networks have provided support for lower-class black

women

to achieve

fore, that

major

social changes.

Black

women seem

gender differences in the nature of politics do exist
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to provide evidence, there-

—

that politics for

women

New England Journal

is

of Public Policy

more personal,

According to

stresses interpersonal relationships,

this literature,

and

is

an interactive process.

everyday concerns and relationships based on day-to-day

networks form the basis of political mobilization for black women. 38
I

do not claim, then,

that Latina

Latina

women

differ

women

are unique in their ability to generate politi-

emphasis on connectedness. What

cal participation via their

women

from other

how

in

is

important

is

not whether

they perceive the nature of politics and

work within the Latino community, but rather that (1) Latina women run for
office more than their non-Latina counterparts; (2) contrary to prevailing myths, Latina
women take on political leadership roles; and (3) by virtue of the women's connectedness to the community, Latina political leadership may well be the key to Latino community empowerment.

how

they

Implications for Latino Politics and

The study of Latina women
Latina

women and

When

leadership

in

Community Empowerment

Boston and nationally serves

to dispel

myths about

leadership and provides insight into issues of political leadership.

defined as positions in government and elected or appointed office,

is

males dominate the discourse about the nature of leadership. In addition, by ignoring
the extent to

ence

which Latina

literature,

women

run for and are elected to office, the media, social

and community are able to continue to see

politics as a

non. However, by acknowledging the contribution of Latina

women

as

sci-

male phenomecandidates and as

community leaders, we can begin to examine and recognize the value of their ability to
empower Latino communities.
And what do they do that is different from Latino men? Latina women seem to work
with community members on collectively generated goals that derive from the community members themselves. Political leadership based on the community members' seeing
themselves "in charge" empowers the community in ways that leadership based on dominance may not. The benefit of this leadership style is that it gives voice to Latinos who
have not previously participated in politics; it empowers them to speak out at meetings
and to decide on a course of action.
In addition,

by focusing on improvements

education, street safety, housing quality, jobs

community around
those Latinos

who

felt

needs.

It

in everyday life in the neighborhoods

— Latina women

—

are able to mobilize the

is possible, therefore, to bring into the political process

are too often marginalized

by a

politics

based on more

traditional,

position-derived leadership that emphasizes voting and electoral representation.

Indeed, the picture of Latina
studies that

form the basis of

women's

political leadership that

emerges from the two

this article has several important implications for Latino

women, compared with men, are less concerned
with titles and positions and more concerned with community connectedness. Because
of this, they focus on how to achieve change at the neighborhood, community level. This

community development.

is

the level at

care,

to high-quality education

community

been a major force

came

here,

ty level,

Latina

which Latinos who see the need for jobs,

and access

toral or

First,

politics.

can become mobilized to participate in elec-

a male political activist in Boston said,

at the grass roots in the

from the day

women

As

safety, financial security, health

we came

to the

is

the day

have

we

United States. At the grass roots, the communi-

have been the major force for change."

Second, the Boston Latino community comprises only

and

"Women

Hispanic community — from

1 1

percent of the population

characterized by considerable diversity. Creating a unified
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community

is

a

—

—

making connections
community empowerment. Building bridges
between Latinos of all nationalities at the community level is critical at this stage.
In addition, generating a sense of empowerment in a community increasingly made up
of undocumented immigrants requires a political leadership not constrained by the
requirements of an official position or organizational role. Latina women, as illustrated
in the efforts of Maria Ramirez, generate political participation in ways that transcend
legal status. They lead by connecting neighbor to neighbor, by generating a sense of
efficacy, and they do this by not dominating the process or the people they are trying to
lead. Their focus is on social change undertaken in action with others. As Rosa Lopez
first

step toward

said, "Politics is

promoting change

That's what politics

means

to

In order to achieve Latino

acknowledge Latina

women

political participation,

and

activists,

Third,

it is

.

.

.

That's political. That's what

I

mean by

politics.

me."

community empowerment,

it is

necessary to begin to

as political leaders, to recognize their contribution to Latino

and to learn from

their experiences as candidates,

community

political mobilizers.

important to examine

numbers equivalent

to Latino

why

Latina

women

men and why, when

ble numbers, as well. Although their candidacies

run for office essentially in

they run, they are elected in compara-

and

electoral successes receive little

recognition in the media and the social science literature, they

seem

to

be connecting to

By examining their motivations for running for office, their campaign style and strategies, and the way they interact with
Latino community residents, we may gain insights needed for successful Latino candithe Latino communities they strive to represent.

dacies

— male

as well as female.

A final implication of this research is that
researchers to examine our
define our terms,

how we

own work

it

represents a challenge: a challenge to

for questions of

study the elements of politics,

or study, and what assumptions frame our research.

An

gender and gender bias in

earlier version of this article

was presented

at the

whom we choose to

how we

interview

**-

New England Political Science Association

annual meeting, Northampton, Massachusetts, April 2-3, 1993.
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